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EuCARD-2: the European
highway to Accelerator R&D
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 300 participants 

 40 beneficiaries (Laboratories, Universities and Industries) 
from 12 European Countries (+ CERN and Russia)

4 years duration (01.05.2013 - 30.04.2017)

13 Workpackages covering TN Access and advanced R&D

62 Deliverables, 86 Milestones

23.5 M€ total cost, 8 M€ EC contribution (1/3)

European Coordinated Accelerator Research and Development

One website:
http://eucard2.web.cern.ch/



Extreme Beams – F. Zimmermann (CERN) 
Frontier performance of accelerators. 

Low emittance rings – Y.Papaphilippou (CERN), S.Guiducci
(INFN), R.Bartolini (UOXF) 
Improving synchrotron light sources, storage rings, damping 
rings, lepton colliders.

Novel Accelerators – R. Assmann (DESY)
European roadmap for plasma-based accelerators. 

Energy Efficiency – M. Seidel (PSI)  
Energy management in accelerators.

Accelerator Applications – R. Edgecock (HUD)
Accelerator technology for industry, health care, energy, ...

Catalysing Innovation – G.Anelli (CERN), V. Skarda (STFC) 
Transfer to society of EuCARD-2 technologies. 

Ion Cooling Test Facility at STFC  
R. Preece (STFC) 

HighRadMat, MagNet at CERN 
A. Fabich and M. Bajko (CERN)

Future Magnets – L. Rossi (CERN), P. Fazilleau (CEA) 
High Temperature Superconductors for 20 T magnets.

Collimator Materials – A. Rossi (CERN), J. Stadlmann
(GSI)  
New materials for future collimators. 

Innovative RF Technologies – P. Macintosh (STFC)
High gradients for SC and NC accelerating cavities, RF 
diagnostics, photocathodes. 

Novel Acceleration Techniques – V. Malka (CNRS)
R&D topics on plasma wakefield acceleration. 
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4 Joint 
Research
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Research
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13 Workpackages



WP4 Accelerator Applications
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Coordinator: Rob Edgecock, University of Huddersfield

Aims of this work package:

 Determine and document the applications of accelerators

 Look for limitations, areas that need improvement and possible new applications

 Assess whether technology from RIs can help

 Stepwise approach:

 Study all applications – essentially finished

 Focus on applications with most potential – now starting

 Aim to create new collaborations to undertake studies and possibly apply to H2020 for 
funding

Task 4.4. High beam power proton and ion accelerators (mainly ADS)

 Accelerator Requirements for ADS (Workshop at CERN 20-21.3.2014), Assessment of 
accelerator options (linear accelerators, cyclotrons, FFAGs)

 Present step: focus on the reliability problem.



An announcement
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Energy Efficiency of Proton Drivers Workshop (WP3, Energy Efficiency)

PSI (Switzerland), Monday 29 February – Wednesday 2 March 2016

Intensity frontiers, targets, efficiency of different accelerator concepts, efficiency of 
RF systems, efficiency of accelerating structures, integration, cryogenics, energy
management,…

 (organised by Mike Seidel, PSI)



A personal experience with
reliability

RFQ 
sparking

vacuum

CERN Linac2, 50 MeV
Operating time 6000 hrs/yr

Statistics over 18 years:
Occasional major problems 
(tank vacuum, RFQ sparking 
in 1993) on a “background” 
of about 1.5% down time 
usually divided between:
 External (electrical, 

cooling)
 Radio-Frequency
 Ion source

vacuum

From 1995 to 2011 responsible for linac RF systems (Linac2, Linac3, etc.) and Linac Supervisor
Long campaign to reduce fault time down to ~1%



Incorporating reliability into
Linac4 design

 Careful design of all components taking sufficient safety margins, in particular 
for high voltage components (ion source, RF);

 General services (electricity, ventilation, cooling) as independent as possible 
from CERN infrastructure;

 Some conservatism (preference for proven technical solutions);

 Preference to “solid” technical solutions (eg. Permanent Magnet Quadrupoles)

 Selection of component architectures less prone to faults (minimize 
interconnections); 

 Thorough testing of all components before installation; 

 Year-long testing period for the complete Linac4 before connection to the PSB 
(sorting out teething problems).

One major regret: no time (and manpower) for an analytical failure mode analysis! 

Guidelines based on the experience with Linac2:



What did I learn?
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The challenge is finding an equilibrium between redundancy and simplicity.

A fail-safe system must provide redundancy and fast recovery, but this sometimes goes
against the principle that simplicity is prerequisite for reliability (quote by E. Dijkstra, physicist and 

computer scientist).

Example: the simple and rough 200 MHz RF amplifiers of the CERN linacs developed in the 50’s have a 

factor 10 lower fault rate that the modern 100 MHz units built in the 90’s and full of fancy electronics…)

And now that new design introduce more stringent requirements on reliability, I would love 
seeing the old principles and empirical knowledge coming out of an analytical process!

• Reliability costs time

• Reliability costs money

• Reliability must be incorporated in the initial design

• But high reliability can be achieved (still to be demonstrated with Linac4…)



In conclusion:
I wish you a good workshop!
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